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 Device. App. -- The free DataTables-iOS app for the web with JavaScript tooling -- -- Info: -- The translation is provided by
Multilizer Translator, an online tool which lets you translate text, web pages, emails, dictionaries,... into many languages. The
web tool is free and you can use it to translate text between any two languages. The app is free and allows you to translate text

between any supported language and your iPhone. Features: -- Translate to/from more than 180 languages -- Add dictionaries to
translate from (more than 250 dictionaries with translations) -- Multiple languages support -- iOS 6.0.1 and up -- New! Now you

can translate with your iPhone -- Share text or translate to/from a web page -- Translate words with a delay option (every 1
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second, every 1 minute,...) -- Translate images with a delay option (every 1 second, every 1 minute,...) -- Translate text with
html tags support -- Change text color, add tags, use fonts, set a link,... -- iPad 1 and up -- iPhone 3GS and up -- Device Android

2.0 or up -- Android 3.0 and up Download: Google Play: App Store: -- Please have a look at our web site and/or send us an
email to support@multilizer.net if you need any help. Thank you! Multilizer Product : Translation Multilizer Translation for
iOS, Android, Windows 8 and more What's New in This Version 1.2.3 - Added new language files for English, Norwegian

Bokmål and Norwegian Nynorsk - Changed some text in the main window. - Fixed a problem with the Offline Mode. - Fixed a
problem with some Arabic languages 82157476af
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